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Abstract. The paper analyzes existing techniques for assessing the effectiveness of tax incentives in
the system for managing regional finances and reveals their advantages and disadvantages. It points
out major conditions that determine the effectiveness of tax incentives at the regional level. The
authors prove that assessing the effectiveness of tax incentives should focus, first, on identifying
the relationship between the amounts of falling-out incomes and real economic benefits to the
state and taxpayers that they entail; second, on determining the degree of correlation for this
relationship; third, on adopting the decisions proceeding from the analysis of decisions concerning
the extension of the incentive and its adjustment or possible abolition. The paper substantiates
the conclusion that the effectiveness of tax incentives should be evaluated on the basis of three
criteria: fiscal, economic and social. At that, the effectiveness of tax incentives at the regional
level should be analyzed in several stages: calculation of budgetary, economic and social efficiency
ratios; definition of the integral coefficient reflecting the total assessment of tax incentives
efficiency; adoption of the decision about the appropriateness of introducing or further using the
incentive, the decision being based on the calculations carried out previously. On the basis of the
research the authors put forward a methodology for assessing the effectiveness of tax incentives
based on the systematization of the totality of indicators in the context of structural determinants
and calculation of the integral coefficient, which in contrast to existing techniques helps give an
integrated assessment of the effectiveness of tax incentives at the subnational level, the assessment
being structured by key blocks; the authors’ methodology also helps identify budgetary, economic
and social implications of providing tax incentives. Moreover, the proposed methodology helps
evaluate the effectiveness of incentives at the regional level in dynamics taking into consideration
the most significant criteria that influence the composition and structure of the budget, economic
performance of taxpayers, and significant socio-economic indicators of the region. The presence of
the total integral index allows the legislative and executive authorities to implement well-grounded
decisions about the existing benefits aimed to develop the investment and innovation vector at the
sub-national level.
Key words: tax incentives, efficiency assessment, criteria, regional finance, integral index, falling-out
incomes, tax administration, deflator index, algorithm budget revenues.

The objectives of restoring sustainable
growth of the Russian economy in the
conditions
of
significant
budget
constraints initiated by the crisis processes
determine the special importance of
increasing budget revenues and optimizing
budget expenses [4, p. 118]; this brings
to the fore the issues of assessing the

effectiveness of tax incentives. The latter
are the tool which, if used optimally, can
be a powerful driver of economic growth.
However, their use in the short term can
lead to substantial reduction in budget
revenues. So, the decrease in the revenues
of consolidated budgets of constituent
entities of the Russian Federation, as a
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result of application of tax incentives,
exceeded 400 billion rubles in 2014,
including income tax incentives – 152.2
billion rubles1.
Thus, the application of tax incentives
should be treated with caution and care.
The optimal solutions in this respect
involve providing the most effective
tax benefits with simultaneous quality
analysis of economic feasibility of
existing benefits and improvements of tax
administration, which in the initial period
of their application could compensate for
falling out budget revenues [1, p. 112; 10,
p.124].
Tax authorities in the field of legislation
at the regional and local levels in Russian
tax practice are as follows:
– establishing tax rates in the limits
established by federal legislation;
– establishing the procedure and
terms of tax payment;
– reflecting
the
specifics
of
determining the tax base in the cases
determined by law;
– introducing tax incentives and the
procedure for their application.
Federal benefits are set at the federal
level and their list is not duplicated
in the regional laws on taxes and also
in the regulations of local governments
1
Reports on the tax base and structure of charges for
taxes and fees. Official website of the Federal Tax Service.
Available at: http://www.nalog.ru/rn77/related_activities/
statistics_and_analytics/forms/.
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introducing local taxes. Legislative
authorities at the regional and local
levels adopt their own benefits that can
be used on their territory [2, p. 383; 14,
p. 737-768].
The composition of tax benefits, their
scope of application and terms of
provision are not restricted by any
normative acts; therefore, in order to use
tax incentives optimally, it is necessary to
develop economically feasible methods to
assess their effectiveness.
The main conditions that determine
the effectiveness of assessment of tax
incentives efficiency are as follows:
– establishment of a list of public
authorities that should have the power to
assess the effectiveness of tax incentives at
the regional level;
– the database on quantitative
indicators relating to benefits must be
accessible to these authorities;
– there should be a substantiated set
of indicators that reflect the effectiveness
of tax incentives and their regulatory
value;
– a normative base regulating the
procedure of the assessment, its frequency,
and the algorithm of action according to
the results of the evaluation must be
established [17, p. 35].
When establishing the parameters
for assessing the efficiency of tax
privileges, we should bear in mind that
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the specifics of the benefits as part of the
tax consist in its ambiguity depending on
the purposes for which it is used [12, p.
75; 15, p. 320].
For instance, social benefits that are
used in the tax practice are, in their
essence, the irreplaceable losses for the
budget because they are focused on the
achievement of social objectives. The
possibility of their granting, their total
value, and the number of taxpayers for
which they are intended are determined
to a greater extent by the amount of
financial resources that the government
can “donate” in a particular case. These
include, for example, standard, social,
property deductions for individual
income tax, the benefits for socially
vulnerable categories of persons on land
tax, transportation tax, and tax on the
property of physical persons [18, p. 2].
Tax incentives differ from those
mentioned above. The purpose of their
introduction is to help economic entities
focus on the development of activities in
a direction that at this particular point in
time is the highest priority for the state
[11, p. 596-617; 17, p. 35]. Tax incentives
unlike social benefits have, as a rule, the
investment or innovative nature, they
have a time lag and suggest a very real
and tangible return in the form of further
broadening the tax base, replenishment
of budgets of all levels on this basis, the
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increase in the number of jobs, amount
of extracted minerals, and the energy
efficiency of production [13, p. 320-340].
The presence of such incentives enables
to a greater extent to reconcile the
interests of the state and taxpayers, which
in turn is one of the factors that allow the
fundamental principles of taxation to be
implemented.
Mechanisms of incentives can be very
diverse, they include the application of
reduced rates and reducing the object of
taxation, the withdrawal of part of the
tax base from taxation, and the use of
raising factors [9, p. 18]. Example can
be the incentives for organizations that
implement investment projects, or for
credit institutions granting loans for
investment purposes [8, p. 85; 16, p. 1500].
The introduction and use of incentives is
aimed at economic growth, development
and modernization of production,
improvement of industrial structure
of national economy and creation of
necessary infrastructure objects [3, p.
57; 19, p. 13]. Analytical calculations to
determine the effectiveness of existing
tax incentives are not conducted in
all constituent entities of the Russian
Federation, but even in the territories
where such transactions are carried out,
they are not systematic and uniform
due to the lack of a uniform calculation
methodology. And despite the overall and
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quite impressive number of benefits in
Russia, the growth of investment activity
remains unsatisfactory [5, p. 242; 6, p.
270; 7, p. 34; 20, p. 21].
Evaluation of the effectiveness of tax
incentives should aim, first, to identify
the relationship between the amounts of
falling out income and those real economic
benefits to the state and taxpayers that
they entail, and second, to determine the
degree of correlation of this relationship,
thirdly, to adopt the decisions concerning
the extension of the benefit, its adjustment
or possible abolition, the decisions should
be based on the analysis conducted. In
general we can say that evaluating the
effectiveness of tax incentives is usually
performed according to three criteria:

fiscal, economic and social; the objects
of evaluation are budgetary, economic
and social implications of providing tax
incentives. This approach allows us to
take into account the interests of both the
state and taxpayers. The content of the
criteria and parameters of assessing their
effectiveness are shown in Fig. 1.
In the context of existing financial
constraints, it is most important to
evaluate the effectiveness of tax incentives
according to all criteria, since the
methodology for assessing tax incentives
should consider not only the fiscal interests
of regional budget, but also the interests
of business entities and individuals.
The target vector of assessment of tax
incentives is presented in Fig. 2.

Figure 1. Criteria of efficiency of tax privileges and parameters of their assessment

Budgetary efficiency

Impact of the incentive on the formation of the revenue part
of the budget
Efficiency of the incentive

Economic efficiency
Increase in the
volumes of
production (profit)

Increase in the fixed
capital investment

Increase in
profitability

Socio-economic benefits
Social efficiency
Increase in the
average wage
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Figure 2. Target space of the assessment of tax incentives at the regional level
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The effectiveness of tax incentives at
the regional level should be assessed in
several stages:
1) calculation of the coefficients of
the budgetary, economic and social
efficiency;
2) determination of the integral
coefficient
reflecting
the
overall
evaluation of tax benefits;
3) adoption of decisions about the
appropriateness of the introduction or
further use of the incentives on the basis
of calculations.
Assessment of budgetary efficiency of
tax incentives involves the correlation of
the increase in budget revenues and the
shortfall in income. The problem is that
the impact of the introduction of incentives will not be seen immediately, which
requires tracking of budgetary effectiveness of a particular tax incentive in the
dynamics for several tax periods. Therefore, when calculating the indicator, it is

Budgetary efficiency

Economic efficiency

Social efficiency

necessary to adjust its value for inflation
to ensure the compatibility of the data.
As the criterion of fiscal efficiency it is
proposed to use the ratio of budget
efficiency, which reflects the ratio of
changes from the proceeds of this
particular tax in the analyzed period
compared to the previous year, adjusted
by the deflator of GRP (gross regional
product) to the shortfall in budget
revenues in the analyzed year:
ܫ
ܪ௧ െ ܪ௧ିଵ × ௧
100
ܫ =
;
ܴܨ௧
where Нt – proceeds of this tax in the year
under consideration;
Нt-1 – proceeds of this tax in the previous
year;
It – deflator of gross regional product for
the region in the year under consideration;
FRt – falling out budget revenues due to
the provision of the incentive in the year
under consideration.
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When making the analysis, not only

granted the incentive, in comparison

the ratio calculated is important, but also

with other payers of this tax. Depending

its dynamics that during the period of

on the exact tax by which the economic

provision of the incentive needs to be

efficiency of the incentive is calculated,

improved, reflecting a growth of the

the composition of the indices can vary.

effectiveness of its introduction, this

For example, for tax on the property of

fact should be taken into account when

organizations it is rational to take into

forming the scoring on the budgetary

account investment in fixed capital, for

efficiency index. The lack of positive

income tax – gross profit.

dynamics will indicate that the incentive
is inefficient.
The

budgetary

After calculating the growth rates of
selected indicators, it is necessary to

efficiency

index

assumes the value of 0; 0.5 or 1 depending
on the following parameters:

assign each of them a value from 0 to 1
according to the following rule:
– if the growth rate of the indicator

– if Ibef > 1 and has a positive

calculated for the preferential group of

dynamics, then the index is assigned one

taxpayers exceeds the growth rate of this

point (0.5 points for each index);

indicator for the remaining taxpayers,

– if Ibef > 1 but has a negative

then the indicator receives the value of 1;

dynamics, then the index is assigned 0.5

– if the growth rate of the indicator

points;

calculated for the preferential group of

– if Ibef < 1, but has a positive

taxpayers is lower than the growth rate

dynamics, then the index is assigned 0.5

of this indicator for the remaining

points;

taxpayers, then the indicator receives

– if Ibef < 1 and has a negative
dynamics, then the index is assigned 0
points.

the value of 0.
After that, it is proposed to calculate
the total economic efficiency index based

It is proposed to use as a criterion of

on the values assigned to the three

economic efficiency the rate of growth of

indicators, by calculating the simple

basic economic indicators of financial

arithmetical mean (if all the variables are

and economic activities such as the volume

equally representative) or the weighted

of production (revenue), investment

arithmetical mean (if the indicators can

in fixed capital, profitability of sales of

be classified according to the degree of

that very category of taxpayers that is

representativeness).
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The simple arithmetical mean:

Ieef

σୀଵ ܣ
,
=
݊

where Ai – the assigned value of the
analyzed indicator;
n – number of indicators.

The weighted arithmetical mean:


ܫ =  ܣ × ݓ

At the next stage of assessing the
incentive, the integral index of efficiency
is calculated taking into account the
weight of each indicator.
In our opinion, the presence of three
efficiency criteria (fiscal, economic, and
social) implies the formation of an
integral coefficient that would take into
consideration the overall effect of the use
of the incentive:

,



ܫ =  ܥ × ܵ ,

ୀଵ

ୀଵ

where Ai – the assigned value of the
analyzed indicator;

where Ief – integral index of the efficiency

n – number of indicators;
wi – weight of the analyzed index Ai.

of the regional incentive;
Ci – the value of the corresponding

It is proposed to assess the criterion of
social efficiency of the incentive similarly
to analyzing economic efficiency. In order
to assess social efficiency it is necessary
to compare the growth rates of indicators
such as average wages and number of jobs
at the enterprises that apply this incentive
with the average regional indicators. The
rate of wages must be indexed on the basis
of the statutory minimum wage.
Further, the indicators must be
assigned the values from 0 to 1 according
to the scheme described above (used to
assess economic efficiency), and then it
is necessary to calculate the overall index
of social efficiency using the simple or
weighted arithmetical mean.

criterion of budgetary, economic or social
efficiency;
Si – coefficient of importance of this
criterion.

The level of correlation of each of the
criteria in relation to an incentive is
strongly differentiated, therefore, this
fact should be considered when
establishing the significance coefficient.
The closest correlation will be observed
with the budgetary efficiency index, since
the presence of the incentive definitely
affects the budget; moreover, in virtue of
the information that public authorities
possess, the taxpayers receiving benefits
almost always state the value of falling out
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Table 1. Budgetary efficiency criteria used at the regional and local levels in Russia
Absolute indicators of budgetary efficiency (effect)
Formula (in Russian)

Content

Legal basis

Бэфф = НПф – НПп – SUM Нл

The difference between actual and planned budget
receipts, reduced by the amount of tax incentives

Resolution of the City Council of the
city of Kaluga dated September 30,
2011 No. 222-p

Бэфф = SUM Нуп – SUM Л

The difference between the amount of taxes paid
and the amount of tax incentives broken down by
categories of taxpayers

Resolution of the Head of
Administration of the urban settlement
the town of Kremenki (Kaluga Oblast),
dated September 20, 2011 No. 87-p

Бэфф = ((НБпл × НСпл) – (НБтек × НСтек)) +
+ (Тпл – Ттек) · ДС·Е + Э

The difference between the taxes in the planning
and the current period taking into consideration the
benefits granted, the growth in individual income
tax and the reduction in budget expenditures

Resolution of the Administration of the
city of Murmansk dated May 23, 2011
No. 851

Бэф = (Дб + Эбс)Кд + Са

Additional tax revenues and budget savings, given
the discount factor and the increase in the value of
budget assets

Resolution of the Mayor of YuzhnoSakhalinsk dated July 24, 2007 No.
1460

Кбэ=НП прир/Бпот

The ratio of tax revenues to the budget losses from
granting the incentive

Resolution of the City Council of the
city of Kaluga dated September 30,
2011 No. 222-p

Кбэкат=налотч/налпред

The ratio of the amount of the taxes paid during the
reporting period to the amount of taxes paid for the
previous period, broken down by the categories of
taxpayers

Resolution of the Udmurt Republic
Government of June 30, 2008 No. 161
(as amended on December 21, 2009)

Кбэф==(налотч/налпред):
налльгот

The ratio of the sum of taxes paid during the
reporting period to the amount of taxes paid for the
previous period, broken down by the categories of
taxpayers and divided by the sum of the granted
incentives

Resolution of the Tula Oblast
Administration dated June 27, 2007
No. 294 (as amended on October 31,
2011)

The change in the amount of the volume of
incoming taxes to the budget and the outgoing
budget expenditures to the amount of tax incentives

Resolution of the Ivanovo Oblast
Government dated June 25, 2008
No. 150-p (as amended on March 21,
2012)

Relation of the expert assessment of budget
expenditures on the organization of providing
tax incentives to the expert estimates of budget
expenditures on the organization of alternative
support of taxpayers

Resolution of the City Council of the
city of Kaluga dated September 30,
2011 No. 222-p

The ratio of taxes over the reporting period to
the previous year plus the ratio of the difference
between budget financing and the spending of
taxpayers in case of the presence/absence of the
incentive

Resolution of the Governor of the
Vladimir Oblast dated July 16, 2009
No. 581

The ratio of the amount of increase of the taxes
and budget spending to the amount of losses of the
budget for each tax

Resolution of the Administration of
Partizansky Municipal District of
Primorsky Krai dated August 12, 2011
No. 366

The ratio of the sum of the revenues, additionally
received by the budget of the krai from other
income sources in connection with the provision of
the incentive to a certain category of taxpayers, to
the sum of the losses of the consolidated budget of
the krai in connection with the provision of the tax
incentive

Resolution of the Head of
Administration of Krasnodar Krai dated
April 25, 2011 No. 408

Relative indicators of budgetary efficiency

˄ܭˠ˗

ʞʓ୧ + ʬʟ୧
ʞʜʚ୧

Кбэф = Рэксп / Рэкпальтернат

˄ܭˠ˗ =

ʠʜ˕ ʐʣ െ ʐʣ˔ː˒
+
ʠʜ୬ ʟʝ െ ʟʝ˔ːː

Кбэф = (Н·X1 + Т·X2 + Э) / потери
бюдж

Кбэф = Д/Пб
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income tax in the declaration. The notion
of tax secrecy existing in the tax legislation
in this case involves the prohibition to
disclose the information in respect of a
particular taxpayer, but does not prevent
to summarize these data and use them for
national purposes.
As for economic efficiency index, the
relationship is less pronounced here,
because the change in revenues, profits,
fixed capital investment and profitability
may be affected by other factors, both
external and internal, reflecting the
specifics of the financial and economic
activity of a business entity. The weakest
degree of correlation will be observed in
the criteria of social efficiency; therefore,
the coefficient of significance of this
criterion will be the lowest. The suggested
weight values applied to the coefficients
will be: 0.6 for budget efficiency, 0.3 – for
economic efficiency and 0.1 – for social
efficiency. The minimum control time
period, after which a decision should be
taken in relation to the incentive, is three
years.
The decision-making algorithm will
depend on the rating of the incentive.
It is possible to allocate three variants
of actions of the authorities:
– extension of the validity of the
incentive;
– adjustment of the incentive;
– cancellation of the incentive.

Igonina L.L., Mamonova I.V., Suleimanov M.M.

Due to the fact that after the
calculation, in the presence of the
maximum efficiency for all the three
indicators, the integral coefficient of the
incentive is equal to 1 point, then the
recommended ranking can be constructed
as follows:
1  I  0.7 – high rating, the incentive
is subject to further application;
0.7 < I  0.4 – median rating, the
incentive is subject to adjustment;
0.4 < I = 0 – low rating, the incentive
is subject to cancellation.
Currently, many regions have their
own methodologies for assessing the
efficiency of tax incentives, each of them
forms its own system of criteria. These
methodologies differ in the set of
indicators, their calculation, regulatory
indicators, consideration of certain
incentives, presence or absence of the
integral indicator, etc.
Most regions and municipal entities
form their own system of efficiency
criteria on the basis of absolute and
relative indicators.
Table 1 reflects some budgetary
efficiency indices used in various regions
and by local self-governments in Russia.
Some regions adopt not only
generalized criteria, but also individual
criteria for taxpayers engaged in
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innovation,
investment
activities,
agriculture, environmental protection,
education and healthcare. In some
constituent entities of the Russian
Federation there exist the differentiated
criteria for budget, government and
independent
agencies,
non-profit
organizations, and state authorities.
However, the analysis of existing
methodologies
for
assessing
the
effectiveness of tax incentives shows that
the unified methodological approaches
to the calculation of efficiency, which
would make it possible to adopt the
decisions about the need to introduce
or apply an incentive, do not exist;
this fact determines the need for their
establishment.
In this regard the advantages of the
methodology described in the present
paper are as follows:
– absence of absolute indicators that
are ineffective and that do not reflect a
comparison of costs with the effect from
their implementation;
– when calculating the points, the
degree of dynamic processes is taken into
consideration, reflecting the presence or
absence of the growing effect of the
application of incentives;

190

– taking into account the correlation
between the criteria and the indicators
used for comparative purposes;
– availability of the information base
for the calculation of indicators;
– use of the deflator index, the use of
which reduces the calculations to the
comparable view;
- availability of the integral index that
helps take into account all the directions
of efficiency of the analyzed incentive;
- universal character, which makes it
possible to vary both the indicators
themselves and their weights without
changing the calculation algorithm.
The developed methodology gives an
opportunity to evaluate the effectiveness
of incentives at the regional level in the
dynamics and taking into consideration
the most significant criteria affecting the
composition and structure of the budget,
economic performance of taxpayers, and
significant socio-economic indicators of
the region. The presence of the outcome
integral index allows the legislative and
executive authorities to implement
well-grounded decisions concerning
existing incentives aimed to develop the
investment and innovation vector at the
sub-national level.
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